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Abstract. Building security into software development lifecycles and
doing it right is hard. To address the challenge, several prominent organizations have published process-oriented security guidelines to bring
security activities into a structured way. Often they are too verbose and
fuzzy to be implementable in a development lifecycle involving people
with different skillsets. In this paper, we propose the model-driven secure development lifecycle (MD-SDL), an approach that leverages on
modeling methods and the advances in model-driven security to simplify
the process of efficiently integrating security into development lifecycles.

1

Introduction

Building security into software systems requires specialized skills and collaborations among different participants. A large number of activities related to
security needs to be performed through out a software’s development lifecycle.
In the past, two promising approaches appeared to address security challenges in
security engineering in software development lifecycles. The first is model-driven
security [1–3], which applies models in security engineering to gain more focused
views of complex systems and uses levels of abstraction to assist non-security
experts (e.g., developers) to implement security in a correct and efficient way.
The second approach is the definition of guidelines for security activities involved
in a software’s development lifecycle. Several organizations comprise lists of “todos” [4–6], i.e., activities regarded as best practices on the technical as well as
the organizational level.
In this paper, we propose the model-driven secure development lifecycle (MDSDL). Our approach combines rigid modeling methods and efficiency gained
from model-driven security with process-oriented security development lifecycle
guidelines to produce structured, practical, and efficient security engineering
practices in software development lifecycles.
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2

Model-driven Secure Development Lifecycle

“Model-driven” in this paper refers to: (1) use security engineering techniques
that follow principles defined in model-driven architecture, (2) use modeling
method engineering to structure and support security activities in a development
lifecycle, and (3) use models as a part of the artifacts in the development lifecycle.
By adopting a model-driven approach to SDL, we aim at achieving the following
goals: (1) To tackle complexity in software system. (2) To bring software into
tangibility. (3) To conduct security engineering in a structured as well as flexible
way. (4) To facilitate clear and effective communications among stakeholders.
(5) To provide accurate and extensive documentation support.
The model architecture is designed to be a framework for the MD-SDL process. Our design reflects the opinions from both the security experts and the
modeling experts. It also reflects our accumulated experiences in security research projects, modeling projects, and software development projects. Figure
1 shows the overall model architecture. Notice that as a first attempt to apply
model-driven approach to secure development lifecycle, we focus only on the
requirement, design, and implementation phase since our work centers around
security design and proof-of-concept implementation. The model architecture is
designed to fulfill the aforementioned goals. A part of the architecture consists
of loosely connected existing security engineering techniques and tools. Each development phase includes several model components. A model component might
further include several sub-components. The model architecture connects these
components into a holistic framework and ensure that the artifacts and documents from one component is related to the other corresponding components.
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Fig. 1. Architecture overview of MD-SDL

In our approach we choose the platform provided by the Open Model Initiative [7]. Beside our consideration to avoid proprietary software, the main
reason for choosing this platform is that it provides a community-based working
environment and hence applies the open source concept to modeling method
engineering. With regard to modeling method engineering, the Open Model Initiative provides foundational material, tools, and platforms. It also supports
different modeling method engineering with specification, implementation and
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deployment of modeling methods. Using the Administration Toolkit and Modeling Toolkit provided by Open Model, we can define meta models on an abstract
level and then develop concrete instance models. On the Open Model platform,
meta models are defined by classes and relation classes with certain attributes.
The defined class is available as an object in the Modeling Toolkit and can be
used for implementing model instanced. The graphical representation of objects
is defined by GraphRep attributes of the class. Furthermore, we add semantics
to the models by defining relation classes that control the objects’ connectivities. We adopt a hybrid approach to implement the MD-SDL framework, such
that we can take advantage of the latest development in the field. Currently,
the models serve as an integration framework that bundles and “glues” existing
methods and tools. For example, for system modeling we use UML modeling
techniques; for threat modeling we adopt the Microsoft SDL Threat Modeling
approach; and for code generation we use code generator developed in [8].

3

Conclusion

This paper proposed a new approach to integrate security activities into software development lifecycles based on modeling methods and the progress made
in model-driven security. Our goal is to have a framework that is practical, extensible, and reproducible for different security-critical software development and
research projects. Our next step is to apply the MD-SDL approach in our ongoing and upcoming security activities and promote the usage among our project
partners. The results and feedbacks will be used to improve the framework and
provide evidence on the feasibility of this approach.
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